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An enormous upwelling of public support for the 1912 Volunteer Park Conservatory 

has occurred this spring, as questions about public restoration and operations funding emerged 

in the press in February. By late May consultant recommendations for stabilizing both should be 

released, with promising strategies to assure the Conservatory another 100 years of life as a 

centerpiece of Volunteer Park's Olmsted Brothers design.  Wine and chocolate tasting, 

moonlight viewing with live music, a glass art exhibit and the traditional Mother's Day weekend 

plant sale have all attracted enthusiastic visitors and new supporters.  

 

Broader efforts to insure sustainable stewardship for the whole park are also underway, led by 

Friends of Seattle's Olmsted Parks.  Like municipalities across the country, Seattle faces 

significant budget shortfalls.   General Fund-supported departments like Parks and Recreation 

have been especially subject to damaging cutbacks, proposed Conservatory defunding being just 

one example.  Growing use, diminishing maintenance and restoration backlogs make Seattle's 

treasured historic parks particularly vulnerable. 

 

At this year's Friends of the Conservatory (Volunteer Park) annual membership meeting in April, 

Victorian gardens took center stage as two speakers reviewed the era and its glasshouse 

excesses and successes.  The Olmsteds—beginning with Frederick Law Olmsted’s  fascination 

with Sir Joseph Paxton's Great Conservatory at Chatsworth and then with Paxton's 1851 Crystal 

Palace in Hyde Park during his travels to England—soon found for clients more humble glass 

enclosures for parks and private estates across America. 

 

The Seattle Conservatory came west in 1912, after the Olmsted Brothers firm—with John 

Charles Olmsted in charge—designed Volunteer Park with the conservatory as focal point on the 

north end of the high promenade.  The conservatory balances the two other prominent 

buildings in the park: the water tower on the south entry to the park, and the controversial 

Seattle Asian Art Museum (with Olmsted's lily ponds) in the center of the magnificent view 

across Puget Sound.   

 

Seattle's Conservatory is still standing—are there any others?  Please send in your histories and 

stories of Olmsted-advised glasshouses, including stories about glasshouses that are lost, and we 

will print the results in subsequent Field Notes.   

 

The celebrated 1840s Great Conservatory of Sir Joseph Paxton at Chatsworth in northern 

England set the trend for elegance in once-workhorse structures.  It was, sadly, blown up after 

the First World War.  The giant Crystal Palace in Hyde Park, built for Prince Albert's Great 

Exhibition of 1851, was dismantled after the Exhibition and moved across the river Thames to a 

remote site, which continued the great debate on where and when large buildings ought to 

come into park settings.  These British firsts made lasting impressions on Frederick Law Olmsted 

in the 1850s, when he was forming his opinions, and again later when he was a well-respected 

park-maker.  Paxton also designed one of the first parks Olmsted admired in England, Liverpool's 

Birkenhead Park. 

 

Recommended reading on these elegant glasshouses: 



− On American glasshouses:  "Crystal Palaces" by Anne S. Cunningham, Princeton 

Architectural Press, New York, 2000. 

− On European glasshouses and gardens:  "Victorian Gardens" by Brent Elliott, B.T. 

Batsford, London, 1986. 

− On Sir Joseph Paxton & Chatsworth:  "The House" by Duchess of Devonshire, Macmillan 

Ltd., London, 1982. 

 

 

 

 


